Why I got involved with Wor(l)d…

I purchased the Helo Family Pack as a consumer because of its features and what it would
provide me and my family. My mom is 83 and she lives in Florida and I felt Helo would provide
me greater peace of mind knowing I could keep better track of her health and wellbeing. My
wife and I were considering getting my mom Life Alert since she lives alone and is more than
500 miles away, but Helo provided a better alternative. I feel a lot better knowing that with two
clicks on the Helo device, I will know my mom needs help. Moreover, being able to monitor the
Helo my mother wears from my iphone allows me to have constant updates on her health and
wellbeing.
The second reason I took interest in the Helo was because I wanted a device that makes
tracking my blood pressure easier. As a realtor with a busy schedule, using the normal blood
pressure monitor was time consuming and a hassle. The Helo offered me a way to constantly
track my blood pressure and even alerted me when my levels fluctuated outside my set
parameters.
The third reason I got involved with Wor(l)d was for the Helo’s compensation plan. The health,
wellness, and wearable technology industry is a billion dollar industry and is growing
exponentially.Wor(l)d’s Helo product has taken the same business approach as Facebook,
Apple, and Google in implementing an app store. This means that developers can profit while
expanding and improving the technology’s functionality. Therefore, as the Helo’s technology is
modified and improved there is no need to buy a new device, only a simple software update is
required. aI encourage anyone who is looking for an easier way to track their health or monitor
their loved ones to purchase a Helo. For those of you who are interested in joining Wor(l)d and
profiting from Helo’s multi-million dollar market, I urge you to take action promptly The last
thing I will say is you have time to get in early and to be a part of a great product and a great
company. I think about my history and look at the simple things I could have done. If I only
purchased a few shares of McDonald’s 50 years ago. It’s all about positioning and getting in
early. Helo is just 6-8 months old and it’s super early to earn a ton on money. For me wa worth
taking a shot on something that could provide an awesome quality of life for me and my family.
There are so many things the company is doing that suggests to me that this is a golden
opportunity I don’t want to regret not getting involved and looking back with remorse.
There are a lot of videos and I a lot of people sharing the Helo in their own way and some of
them you might find professional and some unprofessional. If you would like simple facts from
a business professional like myself, I would be more than happy to share some conversation
and help you overcome any obstacles or reservations you might have.

Here are six simple facts to consider
1. Our Timing is perfect, it could only be even more perfect had we got in 6-8
months ago when this all came together.
2. Forbes estimates Wearable Technology will grow to 34 Billion Dollars over
the next three years. It's like when iphone came out and the exponential
growth Apple experienced in the following three years.
3. We are 1st to market, the only game in town today, but competition is
coming. We are 4th globally in wearable technology.
4. Toshiba is our integrated technology partner and we are a publicly traded
company.
5. The compensations is unrivaled in the MLM industry with Chanida and Nat
Puranaputra being 4th in MLM NEWS earning an estimated $14,400,000
per year.
6. In the last 6-8 months since inception 500 individuals have reached
Diamond standings earning over $10,000 per month.
7.
BOTTOM LINE: It's still early for people who are willing to spend 10 hours a week
sharing a unique product that is likely to become the #1 wearable technology in
the industry.

MAKE SURE YOU ANSWER THE TWO BIGGEST QUESTIIONS ON THE LAST SLIDE

A few slides that might help with some important questions!

THE TWO BIGGEST QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF

